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Abstract: Revolutions in genetic technology have heralded the age of population-scale genomic metadata. This article analyzes the tensions and gaps between traditional conceptions of personhood and international legal responses to a person’s right over disembodied data obtained from his/her body. The opportunities for breakthroughs in healthcare by interrogating population-scale genomic databases are accompanied by questions about privacy, property, dignity, and the nature of information regulation in a global economy. This article highlights instances where law and policy makers have grappled with these challenges, and foreshadows some emerging future challenges. It also highlights differences between jurisdictions, and calls for greater global participation in the development of a coherent framework, rather than continued reliance on a small number of stakeholders, to develop that framework.
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1. Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid—DNA—is inherently paradoxical. Unique sequences within an individual’s DNA can confirm or refute that person’s alleged presence at a crime scene with an extraordinary degree of specificity [1,2]. Conversely, commonality between the genetic sequences of individuals can be used to establish their relationship to others, including via far distant ancestors, to the utility of genealogists, anthropologists, and archaeologists alike [3–5]. Increasing use of DNA as a tool for the
identification and interpretation of individuals and cohorts poses challenges for how societies and legal systems construe personhood, the foundation for the rights enjoyed by human animals under national and international law [6–10]. It provokes questions about tensions between personal and social goods, tensions evident in all privacy and intellectual property law. It also provokes questions about abstraction. Do we regard people merely as manifestations of genetic data that are appropriately mined and propertized, or as entities that are outside the realm of commercial use, an exclusion symbolized by longstanding Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence about “no property in the body” [11–15]? That exclusion is increasingly contentious as courts grapple with disputes about gene patenting, the commoditization of cell lines for research and therapy, whole-population health “big data” initiatives such as the United Kingdom’s care.data program, and excitement about personalized medicine [16–19].

Over several centuries the law in Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, and other countries has regarded people as flesh and blood creatures whose vulnerability requires a legal framework that fosters individual and collective welfare [20,21], and who are distinct from other animals. The advent of genomic technologies—unlocking what has variously been dubbed the “book of life” and the “blueprint of life”—has encouraged an awareness that we share many characteristics with other organisms and that racial differentiation is biologically rather than merely ethically indefensible [22]. More subtly, those technologies potentially encourage the erosion of traditional views of personhood, with people being viewed as expressions of genomic data—a compendium of “selfish genes” that can be mapped [23], manipulated [24–26], marketed [27], or used for risk allocation [28–30]. Ethicists and jurists look askance at the sale of people, for example, through reference to prohibitions on slavery and criminalization of people trafficking [31]. In contrast, they are likely to be receptive to the establishment of exclusive rights regarding information and a vigorous global trade in information, for example, because there is a longstanding legal discourse about intellectual property [32], reflected in global frameworks such as the agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) [33]. What, then, are the consequences of regarding people as data rather than as persons?

This article engages with those consequences by exploring a set of discrete issues regarding law around the market for diagnostic biotechnology (for example, property rights in cell lines and gene patents), around privacy (for example, dilemmas regarding direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing and sale by governments of population-scale health records), and around highly customized “precision medicine” [34,35]. It has been written for non-specialists interested in perspectives that transcend particular jurisdictions (such as jurisprudence in the United States regarding commercialization of cell lines) and that offer cautions regarding technologies such as deidentification that are unlikely to offset potential harms associated with whole-population genomic profiling.

Section 2 of this article introduces the notion of the “informational body” as a starting point for identification of questions regarding dignity, consent, genomic privacy, the commercialization of genetic data and cell lines, and genome-based therapies that are specific to individuals.

Section 3 places the “genomic revolution” in context, highlighting some of the claims about the tools for and consequences of reading (and even editing) what has popularly become known as the “book of life”. It discusses the emergence of commercialized direct-to-consumer genetic testing, and the ethical and legal implications associated with tardy regulation of that sector, but also the direction of public funding into “precision medicine” initiatives occurring in several key jurisdictions, without adequate policy or legal consideration for the rights of consumers or donors.
Section 4 examines the emerging jurisprudence on property rights over diagnostic biotechnology, including the cell line and biorepository cases of Moore v. Regents of the University of California, Greenberg v. Miami Children’s Hospital, Washington University v. Catalona, and Havasupai Tribe v. Arizona State University Board of Regents, and the recent litigation in Australia and the United States over the Myriad Genetics BRCA1 patents.

Section 5 considers the provisions addressing donors and consumer rights and protections available under international law, and their limitations.

Section 6 offers conclusions, suggesting that some otherwise intractable challenges may be addressed through an ethic of custodianship rather than ownership, reflected in for example a genomic commons and in a stronger emphasis on informed consent regarding the long-term uses of genomic data and materials.

2. Personhood, Privacy, and Propertization

Personhood is a protean concept, evident in philosophical and legal literature [36–38]. It is the foundation of the law and bioethics of the contemporary liberal democratic states [39,40]. It should be borne in mind in considering questions about consent, responsibility, social good, and self-ownership. Those questions are pertinent in a new environment where there are potential major benefits for individuals and societies in the application of genomic technologies (for example, identification of associations between diseases and genetic attributes as the basis for diagnoses and therapies) and where there are potential harms from regarding individuals as sources of research/therapeutic material or as manifestations of genomic data rather than people.

2.1. Conceptualizing Personhood

Legal practitioners, public policy makers, and people without legal or medical expertise alike typically conceptualize the human animal in terms of a personhood that has facets such as gender, age, mental/physical disability, sexual affinity, education, and ethnicity. That conceptualization often valorizes relationships such as citizenship, employment, and marital status. It may feature identifiers such as names, social security or tax file numbers, passports, and fingerprints. It may be construed as a matter of legally enforceable rights and duties or capabilities, some of which may be apparent in the conceptualization of artificial persons such as corporations [41,42] and in questions by figures such as Wise and Singer about whether nonhuman animals (such as chimpanzees) should be recognized in law and bioethics as having some or all of the attributes of personhood [43–45].

It is axiomatic, however, that people are more than specific attributes or relationships. The imperatives of medical research, diagnosis, and treatment may foster a disrespect of personhood by emphasizing public goods at the expense of personal dignity, with, for example, a perception that it is appropriate for researchers to exclude an individual from financial rewards attributable to commercialization of that person’s excised tissue, given that profit-oriented investment fosters scientific advances as the basis for innovative diagnoses/therapies benefitting the community as a whole [46]. Such a perception is consistent with longstanding doctrine, highlighted in Section 3 of this article, that the individual has no “property in the body” or, by extension, in excised body parts. Less clear, however, is why the alienation of all rights, including “lesser” or non-commercial rights such as
the right to withdraw consent, or the right to remain informed, must necessarily continue to be linked to donor financial rights, as recognition of the value to some donors of those non-commercial rights increases. More subtly, imperatives may lead regulators, researchers, and clinicians to view individuals as sets of attributes—for example, as a genomic profile—rather than as a person. In the coming age of population-scale biobanks and genomic profiles, we should recognize the benefits of new technologies while seeking to avoid harms attributable to disrespect of personhood. James Scott famously highlighted the dangers inherent in “seeing like a state”, i.e., utopian social engineering projects that disregard individual rights and override personal autonomy in the name of a greater good [47]. In recalling Kant’s exhortation not to conceptualize people as a means to an end, irrespective of the claimed beneficence of that end, we should be wary about “seeing” like a genetic profiler or patent applicant [48].

2.2. Research, Personhood, or Both?

Such wariness is not antithetical to research or to the public goods that are outcomes of patent law in Australia, the United States, and elsewhere. It is consistent with frameworks such as the Belmont Report and Helsinki Declarations, the statement by the U.S. President’s Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, publications by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics, the Bermuda Principles, and the research guidelines issued by regulators, such as the National Statement on the Ethical Conduct of Human Research issued by Australia’s National Health & Medical Research Council [49–54]. It does require consideration of mechanisms for full disclosure of how genetic material/data is used and of questions around a genomic commons to address problems such as the Myriad patent problem discussed below. It also requires a more nuanced appreciation on the part of researchers and database operators of concerns regarding privacy, trust, and consent.

The following pages indicate that such an appreciation does not represent a serious barrier to the advancement of medical science or a fundamental deterrent to investment by life science enterprises, insurers, and other entities whose decision making is determined by the financial bottom line. It is consistent with bioethics principles and with privacy law. Legal recognition of privacy—succinctly characterized as freedom from inappropriate interference—has never been absolute; rather, it has been founded on proportionality, balancing respect for human dignity, which recognizes the individuals’ autonomy to determine when they might waive that right, against the interests of the community or state [55–57].

2.3. A Right to Privacy?

In making sense of privacy it is pertinent to recall that privacy as a human right is recognized in both the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [58] and subsequent conventions [59,60]. It coexists with professional codes and the body of law regarding patient–clinician confidentiality [61]. It is specifically enshrined in a range of information privacy statutes in different jurisdictions [62–65] and in case law regarding misuse or inappropriate access to sensitive health information [66]. It is also a focus of Organisation for Economic Cooperation & Development (OECD) proposals for global health data guidelines that will inform further development of national data protection statutes and practitioner codes [67] and of work by the Article 29 Working Party regarding autonomy and informed consent under the European Union data and consumer protection regime [68]. In advising on the
development of European law, which has a global impact both as a benchmark [69,70] and because many non-European enterprises want access to the European market [71,72], that Working Party has emphasized the importance of consumer understanding as a prerequisite for consumers commodifying their data. This article returns in Section 5 to challenges of informed consent in dealings with genomic data and materials in global markets.

3. Reading and Rectifying the Book of Life

It is axiomatic that DNA—particularly if correctly interpreted and associated with other data about, for example, an individual’s lifestyle or exposure to harms such as toxic substances—provides researchers and clinicians with potentially invaluable information about disease and human health. Unlocking that information has proven difficult; many medical conditions are not attributable to a single gene, but instead result from complex interactions between multiple genes and environmental factors [73]. Enthusiasm in the mass media regarding a single genomic ‘silver bullet’ for diagnosis and cure of some diseases—notably cancer—is technically uninformed and ethically problematical [74,75].

3.1. Propertizing Pathology through Patents

Disease—its detection and treatment—is big business: the global in vitro diagnostics market is predicted to be worth nearly US$55 billion by 2018 [76]. Unsurprisingly, commercial entities competing in this market are vigorous in defending their commercial interests in the diagnostic technologies and tools they develop, and also the resources they require to develop and validate those tools and technologies [77]. Those commercial interests lie at the heart of litigation arising in the United States and elsewhere in recent years, for example the Myriad patent disputes in Australia and the USA that are discussed below. However, those interests may not coincide with the interests of those who donate their biological material, or those who will ultimately become consumers [78–80].

In the absence of a coherent global legal and regulatory framework, litigation of this type, combined with enactment of domestic legislation, will force evolution of an ad hoc system of genetic and health privacy governance susceptible to both regulatory arbitrage and political pressure from commercial interests, neither of which is likely to result in robust protections, or equitable outcomes, for consumers or donors. In 2000, it was announced that the first “working draft” of the human genome had been completed [81–83]. Two groups, one a multinational public cooperative, the other—Celera—a private U.S. biotech company, had been locked in a modern equivalent of the space race, where the challenge was to sequence the entire human genome, some 3 billion base pairs of DNA representing some 20,000 genes, arranged into 23 chromosomal pairs, a complete copy of which is present in the nucleus of the majority of cells in the body [84].

Significantly, the original “working draft” was not the entire sequence of one individual’s genome; rather, the draft produced by each of the competing organizations was a composite, made up of fragments of the genome of multiple consenting participants of varying ethnicity. The publicly funded genome reportedly cost $3 billion; Celera’s version reportedly cost $300,000,000 [85].

In the intervening 15 years since completion of the working draft was announced, the costs of genomic sequencing have fallen significantly [86]. Furthermore, other high-throughput genetic analysis technologies capable of analyzing many sites in the genome, without necessarily requiring
sequencing of the entire genome, have been developed. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) typically assess differences in the frequency of sequence variants located in specific regions throughout the genome between people with different characteristics or attributes, e.g., a control group whose members are free from a particular disease, and a test group whose members have that disease. If variations occur at higher frequencies in one or the other group, that variation becomes a candidate genetic cause of the conditions, worthy of further testing [87].

GWAS represents a major advance in our understanding of the genome. However, it has not been free of controversy. Critics of GWAS have identified a number of problems with the methodology, including that typically genetic variants identified in this way only account for comparatively small increases in disease risk [86], and that the results are susceptible to population stratification, i.e., the predictive value of a particular association may be dependent on the age, gender, or ethnicity of the population in which it was originally identified [88]. Furthermore, GWAS only results in identification of candidate genetic variants: verification of the variant as a true risk factor, rather than an experimental artifact, typically relies on more targeted experimentation, such as linkage or functional analysis [89].

3.2. Mining the Genome

Notwithstanding these limitations, a number of commercial entities have embraced GWAS technology, in both direct-to-consumer and traditional practitioner-mediated models [89–91]. That embrace has been accompanied by disagreements regarding informed consent, a matter highlighted in Section 2 of this article, and about ownership of the genomic information [92–94]. It has also sparked disagreement about notions of “genomic sovereignty” [95] and postcolonial “biocapital” [96,97], notions that have more academic traction than acceptance in court. One example of large-scale commercial genomics identification, with consequent questions about informed consent and ownership, is deCODE.

In 1998, the parliament of Iceland passed laws permitting a privately owned company, deCODE, to construct a national database containing the health records and genetic and genealogical data of the country’s entire population—some 270,000 citizens. The legislation also granted deCODE exclusive commercial rights over the database for a period of 12 years [98,99].

A number of characteristics of the Icelandic population make it an attractive target for population-based genetic studies, including limited migration for a long period, good living standards, and comprehensive medical and genealogical records for the entire population, frequently accompanied by tissue samples [100]. Relying on a restricted consent model, which required Icelanders to opt out of inclusion, the project was subsequently found to breach Iceland’s privacy laws [101] and amid financial difficulties the compilation of the database ended [102,103]. The company subsequently switched to using the Internet to market personal genome scans—testing for over one million single nucleotide polymorphisms—directly to consumers anywhere in the world.

In doing so, deCODE joined the emerging population of direct-to-consumer genetic testing service providers. Derived from other direct-to-consumer marketing models established in sectors including pharmaceuticals, consumers could source services without requiring a clinician or health provider to act as an intermediary.

The phenomenon of direct-to-consumer genetic testing began to emerge in the early 2000s, shortly before the final version of the human genome was published in 2004 [104].
In 2002, Sciona began offering tests for a small number of genetic polymorphisms directly to customers (i.e., without referral by a medical practitioner) in the United Kingdom through the Body Shop, a cosmetics retailer. In exchange for providing a sample of their DNA, customers were provided with “genetically informed” advice on changes they could make to their diets to enhance their wellbeing [105,106].

DTC is a model of genetic testing where consumers (rather than patients, participants, or donors) engage directly with the genetic testing provider, eliminating healthcare professionals as intermediaries. By marketing directly to consumers, the DTC industry sought to distinguish its services from the regulated diagnostic tests used by clinicians. This model also casts users of DTC services as consumers who pay for a service, like any other commercial transaction, rather than patients whose testing is requested by a healthcare professional acting on their behalf [107,108]. This has facilitated marketing strategies that appeal to potential customers’ sense of autonomy and empowerment, creating a vocal body of supporters who oppose DTC regulation on the basis that it is interference by the state with the individual’s right to access their own genetic information [109–111].

The partnership between Google and the newly formed 23andMe visibly formalized the relationship between big data informatics and genomics [112]. Amid much fanfare—including some highly publicized celebrity “spit parties” [113,114]—23andMe’s offerings have included tests pitched towards those with an interest in their ancestry, recreational “fun” genetics, and—more problematically—health and disease risk.

3.3. Regulation: for Whom, by Whom, How, What, and Where?

Over time, the costs of the services offered fell dramatically, and the number of companies offering services directly to consumers fluctuated. The nascent industry attracted extensive criticism, much of which was directed at the issues identified with GWAS earlier, principally that the results lacked both utility and validity [115–122]. Concerns about consumers relying on the results of DTC genetic tests to make potentially significant lifestyle choices were widely expressed. In the U.S., for example, the Government Accountability Office reported concerns about DTC genetic testing shortly after it emerged onto the market. Eventually, regulators began to view the disease prediction related services as a target for regulatory intervention, culminating in some European jurisdictions prohibiting DTC, while the FDA issued providers of DTC testing services to consumers within the United States with orders to cease offering the services, pending FDA approval for their use [123–126].

Companies offering the services sought to get around FDA regulations—limited by statute to health tests—by stating that the tests were not diagnostic, notwithstanding that in many instances they were marketed to consumers on that basis. Significantly, the FDA lacks the power to regulate tests using identical technology that are ancestral or recreational rather than health related. It is, therefore, possible, that in the event of a challenge to FDA regulation of DTC, the courts may find that the FDA does not have the power to regulate the tests. Problematically, although the DNA samples may be provided by people seeking genetic information about their ancestry or other concerns, the wording of agreements between data subjects and service providers means that there is little preventing those providers from subsequently using that stored DNA sequence data and related personal information in health-related research. Some providers served with FDA letters have subsequently sought FDA
approval for specific tests within their arrays; however, as each test in the platform used must be approved individually, full registration is likely to take a long time, and incur considerable cost.

Further complications arise in considering that multiple agencies are potentially involved in regulating different aspects of the same service. While drug and medical device agencies such as the U.S. Food & Drug Administration or Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration may have carriage of regulatory concerns regarding the utility and validity of the tests themselves, other agencies—such as the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, or the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission or Office of the Australian Information Commissioner—may be responsible for privacy and for regulation of advertising or imports, including statutes and co-regulatory codes regarding direct-to-consumer marketing across borders of what might otherwise be regarded as health services.

In focusing on the consumer protection issues, however, policymakers have overlooked the stated primary objective of DTC providers, which is to collate large-scale databases of health and genetic information provided by consumers, for subsequent commercial use—a purpose that has not always been evident from the information provided to consumers in obtaining their consent [127,128]. From this perspective, consumers of direct-to-consumer genetic testing services are more appropriately viewed as donors or research participants, albeit donors who may pay for the privilege of contributing to a commercial biobank.

### 3.4. Consumers, Research Subjects, or Participatory Citizens?

Announcements of public support for “personalized” or “precision” medicine initiatives—construction of large-scale genetic and/or health information databases—by a number of governments in recent times have provided genomic research with much-needed credibility. The lack of participant payment underpinning these projects highlights the need for regulators to view participant protection more broadly than as a consumer protection issue alone. Unfortunately, these projects—including the United Kingdom’s 100,000 genomes project, the Australian National Health & Medical Research Council’s “Preparing for the ‘omics’ Revolution in healthcare” strategy, and the U.S.’s “Precision Medicine Initiative”—embody a utilitarian rather than dignitarian ethic [129–131]. They have not been accompanied by coherent legal and policy reform. Consequently, these publicly funded research programs will present the same ethical and legal questions—regarding consent, ownership, and control of donated genetic and health information—as their commercial direct-to-consumer counterparts.

The cross-generational nature of genomic data means that both the overtly for profit and the not-for-profit genomics projects involve challenges that should be addressed up front, rather than on a retrospective basis [132,133]. Who, for example, will own the data? Who will control its commercial or non-commercial use, particularly in environments where the differentiation between commercial and noncommercial in public/private sector partnerships is unclear and where governments are seeking to offset their financial weakness by providing life sciences enterprises with privileged access to public data? And, equally importantly, who will benefit from it?
4. From Worm Bites to Mega Bytes?

“The burial of the cadaver, that is caro data vermibus (flesh given to worms) is nullius in bonis and belongs to ecclesiastical cognizance; but as to the monument, action is given, as has been said, at the common law for the defacing thereof.”

—Lord Coke (3 Coke’s Inst. 202)

Historically, Western tradition conceptualized the body as little more than a vessel for the spirit or soul contained within it, rather than as a manifestation of genomic data that could be mapped on a population scale and analyzed as the basis of diagnoses and therapies. Corporeal remains (i.e., the cadaver or body parts) had no purpose surviving the death of a person apart from burial—itself a practice grounded in pragmatism and public hygiene as much as religion. The law recognized no legal claim to the body, save the limited claims of those involved in finalizing the deceased’s affairs to ensure that a “proper Christian burial” occurred, cremation at the time being contrary to the rule of the church.

The scandal of the so-called “resurrectionist men” in Britain in the 1700s—men who would exhume recently buried corpses and sell them to teaching hospitals for dissection—demonstrated clearly that human corpses had acquired a commercial value and purpose, albeit it limited to the black market [134]. Advances in blood transfusion, organ transplantation, assisted reproduction, cell culture, and a range of other medical technologies now mean that bodies and parts of bodies—tissues, organs, and cells—can serve functions separate from, and surviving the death of, the donor. Gene sequencing technology now enables the genetic content of a person to be isolated from their cells, and transformed into pure data, potentially endlessly replicable and existing in perpetuity.

The conception of the body has therefore evolved from the purely tangible, intact, and finite, to encompass the immortal, fragmentable, and intangible.

Legal responses to these changing conceptions and technological advances have largely been reactive and incoherent. Rather than developing a new legal paradigm, existing precedent has instead been tortuously applied to accommodate fact scenarios beyond the wildest dreams of Coke and his contemporaries, often with some profoundly unsatisfactory consequences. Examples of tortuous tests include findings that special transformative skills have been applied to the material in question [135], or that something novel and not obvious had been done [136], even when an independent assessment of the facts challenges the “specialness” or “novelty” of those steps [137,138].

To add to the incoherence, legislatures have often responded to societal and bioethical concerns about the implications of emerging technologies by passing poorly conceived legislation, which frequently serves to confuse, rather than clarify, the status quo [139].

4.1. Donors, Owners, or Refuse?

Some of the earliest examples of the tensions between the competing interests of donors and others in this context relate to Western law’s conception of property, and the apparent differential treatment it affords to bodies [140].

In legal parlance, property refers to the rights associated with a thing, rather than the thing itself. More than one person can have property rights in a thing at a given point in time: I may own a house;
my tenant may be in possession of it; and my bank may hold a mortgage over it, for example. My neighbor’s child may have license to enter the garden to retrieve a ball; a door-to-door salesman or utility worker might have a different type of license to enter and ring the doorbell, or read the meter. My tenant’s friend might be invited over to share a meal. All of these people have certain rights with respect to the same house, potentially concurrently. While some of those rights may overlap, in no two of the parties mentioned above are they a perfect match.

In his landmark model of property based on common law, Honore conceptualized property as a collection of incidents of property—often likened to a bundle of sticks—with each ‘stick’ representing different rights with respect to the subject matter [141]. Property, as per this model, is inherently flexible and capable of customization to address the competing interests and requirements of multiple parties. Furthermore, equity has a long history of intervening to relax the formal rules of property to avoid unjust hardship on a dispossessed party [142]. That relief of hardship is, for example, evident in recognition of equitable mortgages and rights over property.

The flexibility noted by Honore also applies to intellectual property law, the body of law dealing with intangible, rather than real, property. Governed by legislation in many jurisdictions, intellectual property law nonetheless recognizes a variety of arrangements to apply to the use of intellectual property, including—but not limited to—commercial licenses for exclusive use [143].

Notwithstanding the flexibility permitted under law, the courts have curiously adopted an absolutist position, typically recognizing rights being vested in one private party at the expense of all claims brought by any other, excluding limitations imposed by laws—for example, jurisdictional limitations, or illegal or immoral purposes.

Both bioethics and law heavily employ donor discourse, where donation of tissue or material is described as a ‘gift’—a legal status that, by definition, means an unconditional alienation of all rights of the donor with respect to that subject matter [144]. While much of the purported justification for non-recognition of donor rights is grounded in concerns about the impact of commodification on human dignity, this approach ignores the non-commercial nature of some of the rights donors are currently forced to relinquish, including rights such as privacy and full—and ongoing—disclosure.

4.2. Donor Rights under the Microscope

Public awareness of, and momentum for reform of, issues over donor rights, consent, and research ethics typically resurfaces amid revelations of historical events: the Nuremberg doctors trials resulted in the Nuremberg Declaration, subsequently leading to the Declaration of Helsinki; the Tuskegee Syphilis study—a notorious clinical study examining the progression of untreated syphilis spanning a period from the 1930s until the 1970s—prompted the Belmont Report in the U.S., leading ultimately to the introduction of formal ethics review processes for medical research. More recently, the publication of Rebecca Skloot’s 2010 book *The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lack* [145] brought the significance of informed consent and donor rights over biological materials to the forefront of the consciousness of the public.

In the book, Skloot detailed the origins of one of the most ubiquitous cell lines used in medical and biotechnological research, known as the HeLa cell line. Isolated in 1951 from the aggressive cervical cancer biopsy of a young black woman called Henrietta Lacks, the cells were transformed into a cell
line without her consent or knowledge. That cell line was subsequently commercialized, again without the knowledge or consent of her survivors, who received no acknowledgement of her contribution, financial or otherwise. Contrary to the beliefs of some commentators, that commercialization did not take place within a bioethics or legal vacuum. Granted, the prevailing ethical and legal standards of the period may have been different from today’s, but they nonetheless existed.

Authors commenting on both Lacks and Tuskegee have traditionally attracted criticism for hindsight bias—judging the practices of physicians and researchers operating in an earlier, more paternalistic era of medicine against a modern-day framework of research ethics regulation. Such criticisms are misguided on at least two counts.

Firstly, those criticisms assume researchers should only be directed by those ethical considerations that have been identified to them through a formal legal framework, and that their personal understanding of ethics has no role to play in governing their professional activities, a position that mischaracterizes those frameworks; typically, they identify minimum standards. Researchers whose personal ethics directs them to exceed those frameworks are not prevented from doing so, and indeed may be encouraged insomuch as they are promoting best practice, rather than minimal compliance. This is particularly important when researchers are engaged in novel work that is outside the scope of the existing ethical framework: researchers have a role to play in developing the standards that will ultimately govern the ethics of other researchers seeking to employ that new technology.

Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it suggests that reflection on situations where ethics have fallen short of current requirements is of necessity punitive towards those conducting the research. While this may be true to an extent, it disregards the value of “lessons learned” analysis, which can usefully inform debate and direct reform towards preventing similar situations in future.

Further compounding the harms done to Henrietta Lacks and her family, in 2013, the journal *G3: Genes/Genomes/Genetics* published online an advance version of an article reporting the genomic sequencing by a team of researchers from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) of the HeLa cell line, discussed earlier [146]. Concurrently, the journal *Nature* was preparing to publish its own more detailed genomic sequence of the cell line, this time carried out by American researchers funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Health [147]. Somewhat surprisingly, the EMBL team did not consult with Lacks’ family prior to submitting the article and making the genomic sequence freely available via the Internet. Press releases by EMBL at the time of the article’s release claimed that we “cannot infer anything about Henrietta Lacks’ genome, or of her descendants, from the data generated in this study”—a claim that was disproven when some researchers who had downloaded the genomic sequence ran it through a publicly accessible gene analysis database, yielding large quantities of personal genetic information about Lacks and her descendants. The researchers did not publicly release the results of that analysis; they did, however, share them with Rebecca Skloot, who wrote an op-ed piece in the *New York Times* [148] responding to the article. After being contacted by the Lacks family, EMBL took the sequence offline and retracted their claim. By that time, however, the genomic sequence had already been downloaded a number of times.

After negotiations involving the NIH, EMBL, and members of Lacks’ family, a compromise was reached: access to the sequences would be provided to researchers on an application basis, limited to use in biomedical research. Applications for access would be subject to the approval of a committee,
which included members of the Lacks family, and appropriate acknowledgment of Lacks in any resulting publications would be a condition of access to the sequence data [149].

The agreement, while appropriate in the case of HeLa, hardly provides a sustainable model for management of genomic privacy or respect for human dignity. It is, rather, a reactive response to a fundamental and systemic failure to consider the ethical issues associated with research of this type, appropriate under circumstances such as this where the tissue in question was isolated decades earlier, in a time with substantially different ethical and legal standards. A far better approach would be to ensure that adequate safeguards exist under law and bioethics to prevent similar cases from ever occurring again, potentially including mechanisms for researchers to contact donors or their survivors and seek consent prior to using archived or stored material for applications not possible at the time the tissue was collected.

The case provides a salutary lesson for researchers doing genetic research on tissue that was isolated or archived a long time previously, including highlighting some of the issues arising when donor consent for use substantially predates technological development.

Characteristic of both the Tuskegee study, and the creation of the HeLa cell line is the fact that they occurred in an era influenced by law that centered on living humans in their entirety, rather than their disembodied tissues and the data they contain, expressions of what this article has earlier characterized as the informational body [150].

More recently, Moore v. Regents of the University of California [151], Greenberg v. Miami Children’s Hospital [152], and Washington University v. Catalona [153] all addressed disputes arising from the use of tissue removed for the primary purpose of treatment, and subsequently repurposed for research, or donated for research purposes, which subsequently became commercial.

In Havasupai Tribe v. Arizona State University Board of Regents [154], the donors consented to donating blood for a specific research activity, but were not advised when their donations were subsequently used for different research purposes. In each case, the quality and scope of the consent provided by the donor was a significant, but not legally determinative, issue [155], differing from Lacks, where consent was entirely absent.

In Moore v. Regents of University of California, the plaintiff’s spleen was removed, ostensibly for therapeutic purposes as part of his treatment for hairy cell leukemia. The treating physician, in conjunction with others, developed a cell line from lymphocytes isolated from Moore’s spleen, which they and the University of California subsequently patented and commercialized. Moore sought to recover a portion of the proceeds from commercialization. The Supreme Court of California found that the physician’s failure to disclose the commercial aspects of his plans was a breach of fiduciary duty, which may have compromised the quality of the consent provided by Moore but did not alter the fact that Moore did not retain any ownership rights in the tissue once it was removed from his body. The cells that constituted the cell line were a modified version of those originally isolated, which Moore had never had ownership or rights over; consequently, he was not entitled to any share of the proceeds [156].

In Greenberg v. Miami Children’s Hospital, the plaintiffs donated biological tissue and other information to a researcher for the express purpose of developing prenatal and carrier screening tests for Canavan Disease, a rare and lethal genetic disorder particularly affecting Ashkenazi Jewish populations. The plaintiff’s intention was to make the testing freely available to at-risk people; the
defendant researcher and his employer began enforcing their claimed intellectual property rights, charging royalties each time the test was performed, at which point the plaintiffs discovered the defendant’s commercialization intentions for the test. Once again, the court found that plaintiffs had no interest in the transformed or derivative product of their original biopsied material. Furthermore, despite recognizing an ethical obligation to obtain informed consent from donors, the court refused to extend the required information to include commercial interests; it did note that the American Medical Associations Code of Medical Ethics required disclosure of commercial interests, but disregarded this requirement on the basis that the code postdated the commencement of the research.

*Washington University v. Catalona* addressed the issue of control over biological samples after donation to a tissue bank. In that case, a surgeon and researcher (Catalona) collected tissue samples removed during surgical procedures for prostate cancer, for subsequent inclusion in a tissue bank. Donors signed consent forms, and were aware that their donated tissue and blood samples would be used for research purposes. Typically, the language of the consent forms permitted the donors to withdraw from the study at any time; they did not (and indeed could not, under legislation governing the disposal of medical waste) grant the donors any rights to return of the material subsequent to donation; an accompanying brochure did provide donors with the right to request destruction of their donated tissue samples, in the event they withdrew from the study.

Catalona subsequently accepted a position at another university, and distributed letters to donors seeking their approval to release the samples to him, for transfer to his new institution. Washington University sought a declaratory judgement identifying the university as the owner of the samples, while Catalona sought a declaration recognizing that donors had the right to approve transfer of the samples to him [157].

The District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri found that the University owned the samples, and that donor authorization of transfer of the samples to Catalona’s new institution was consequently invalid, a position subsequently upheld by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit [158]. Significant in both decisions was the status of the materials as “gifts”; the Court of Appeal judgement, in particular, examined the consent forms and information brochures, and concluded that while *inter vivos* gifts could, at law, have conditions attached to them, the contents of those documents made it clear that retaining control over the transfer of those donated samples was not one of the conditions of the donation in this instance.

The importance of, and limitations of, consent in tissue banking again emerged as a topical issue in *Havasupai Tribe v. Arizona State University Board of Regents*. Featuring prominently in this case was the significance of cultural and spiritual identification of participants belonging to particular populations, in addition to the individual harms potentially arising from inadequate consent and protection of donor rights. In 1990, Arizona State University oversaw a project involving the collection of blood samples from members of the Havasupai tribe, for what donors believed would solely be research into the prevalence of diabetes. Subsequently, the blood was shared with other researchers, and used for other research, including into schizophrenia, without the appropriate consent of donors.

Seven years after members of the tribe initiated litigation against the university, the parties settled the dispute [159]. Terms of the settlement included paying the tribe $700,000 (in recognition of the “dignitary, cultural, and other harms” suffered by the tribe, rather than the commercial value of the tissue collection); return of all remaining blood samples, and documents containing research based on
those samples; termination or refusal of ethics approval for any additional research; details of all others who received samples from the study; and a range of partnership initiatives between the tribe and the university designed to address areas of need [160].

Settlements of this type do not provide a binding legal precedent. However, Havasupai does suggest that the reputational harm experienced by the university was sufficient to persuade them to resolve the dispute, notwithstanding that there was a strong legal—if not ethical—precedent to support their claim based on the earlier decisions. The valuable insights into the genetic basis of certain diseases provided by community-based research activities of this type must be balanced against the needs and rights of the community in question. Often, the very characteristic that makes a particular community attractive for research purposes, such as high incidence of a particular disease of trait, accompanies other characteristics that make that community vulnerable, such as socioeconomic or other disadvantage. To date, when grappling with personhood the law has not formally demonstrated recognition of group harms—including to the privacy of a group—in addition to harms potentially occurring to individual members of that group [161–164].

4.3. Protecting Your Genomic Investment

In addition to asserting claims over tissue samples and products derived from them, the courts have overseen a number of disputes about the patentability of modified genes, and even whole animals arising from genetic modification.

Recently, Myriad Genetics Inc. has experienced challenges to its patents of the BRCA1 sequence, associated with certain classes of breast cancer. In Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics [165], the U.S. Supreme Court found that merely isolating a naturally occurring DNA sequence did not make it patentable; however, converting it into cDNA (a step requiring manipulation) would result in a patentable sequence. The Australian Federal Court, in Cancer Voices Australia v. Myriad Genetics Inc. [166], differed, finding that isolation and purification of a naturally occurring DNA sequence was sufficiently removed from naturally occurring DNA to warrant patent protection, a position which survived appeal to the Full Court of the Federal Court [167].

The Australian Myriad dispute is currently being appealed to the High Court [168]. The consequences of that decision will possibly be short-lived. Australia is currently in negotiations with the United States and other nations to finalize the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), the multilateral free trade agreement that has sometimes been described as TRIPS Plus [169,170]. While the final terms of the agreement are confidential, earlier leaked drafts indicated that Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) formed a significant component. The ISDS provisions in regional free trade agreements allow enterprises to seek compensation through supranational arbitration from governments for official action (for example, restrictions in health or patent law) that result in substantive or potential losses. The mechanism could conceivably result in countries such as Australia modifying their legislation in order to harmonize with other major stakeholders in the area and minimize litigation. In the context of genetic patenting, the United States is the largest of the stakeholder members of the TPPA; it can be expected to advance the interests of its enterprises in order to secure domestic passage of the agreement, with minimal regard to the sovereignty and interests of other stakeholders [171–174].
A recurring theme throughout the judgements and the associated literature on proprietary and intellectual property rights in biological materials and derivative information and products is striking a balance between incentivizing research for utilitarian reasons and respecting human dignity [175–178].

Yet little of this debate has successfully rationalized why recognizing any rights—even non-economic ones, such as privacy—of donors is contrary to their dignity, noting that such arguments frequently focus exclusively on commodification, which is inherently commercial [179,180]. None of it provides a satisfactory explanation for the perception that researchers and biotech companies are so uncommitted to their goals that any additional ethical, legal, or regulatory burden—even one that did not involve recognizing financial claims brought by donors—would dissuade them from participation in markets worth billions of dollars.

This tension between protection of valuable commercial rights and the interests of donors is evident in the international legal instruments governing bioethics and genomics, intellectual property, and human rights. It is to this framework that readers should now turn their attention.

5. An International Bioethics of the Informational Body?

When it comes into effect, the TPPA will not be the only international legal instrument with potential implications for genetic privacy and donor and consumer rights. It may, however, be the only one that binds some member states.

Bioethics and human rights share a common genesis in the aftermath of the Nuremberg war trials. Prompted by an international sense that the atrocities perpetrated in Europe during World War II must never be repeated, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Nuremberg Code were developed in response to the evidence presented at the war crimes trials [181].

The Nuremberg Code outlined 10 research ethics principles designed to govern experimentation on humans, including consent and voluntariness of participation, assessment of the risk as compared with the benefits, minimization of harm and discomfort to participants, and a rational empirical basis for the research. The code did not deal with property in body parts, use of cadavers, or the genome.

Subsequently incorporated into the Declaration of Helsinki, these principles remain the basis of much of the domestic legislation and professional codes of practice adopted around the world to govern the conduct of research on human subjects. As a product of the World Medical Association, the Declaration is not a legally binding international legal instrument per se; rather, its authority is indirect, relying on the extent to which it has been reflected in domestic laws and codes.

Bioethics and human rights clearly share a considerable degree of overlap, as is evident from the suite of three international legal instruments governing human biotechnology: the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights, the International Declaration on Human Genetic Data, and the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights [182–184]. Each of the three instruments prioritizes respect for human dignity and human rights. The former two documents relate primarily to genetic information, while the latter is equally applicable to other forms of health information.

The Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights expressly does a number of things. Firstly, it categorically rejects reduction of individuals to manifestations of genetic characteristics, as inconsistent with recognition of the dignity of the individual (Article 2b). It prohibits the exploitation of the human genome “in its natural state” for commercial purposes (Article 4), and it privileges
freedom of research and access to the benefits of that research (Articles 12b, 14–19). Importantly, however, it explicitly recognizes the right of the individual to choose whether or not they want to be informed of the results of genetic testing (Article 5c), requires that genetic data be treated with confidentiality (Article 7), and prohibits discrimination on the basis of genetic characteristics (Article 6) [182].

Similarly, the International Declaration on Human Genetic Data also requires that human identity not be reduced to the individual’s genetic characteristics (Article 3), and prohibits discrimination and stigmatization on the basis of genetic data (Article 7). In addition, it acknowledges the predictive power of genetic data with respect to past, present, and future generations, as well as the special cultural significance attached to genetic information for some groups of people (Article 4); and recognizes the right of individuals, and their relatives, to choose whether or not they wish to be informed of the results of genetic testing (Article 10) [183].

Provisions within each of these documents can be inferred as disapproving of many of the judicial and legislative approaches adopted to genomic research described elsewhere in this article. In particular, the strong emphasis each instrument places on the adequacy of consent indicates that, from an international legal perspective at least, inadequate consent arrangements possibly warrant greater judicial sanction than they have received from the courts thus far.

5.1. Informational Bodies in International Frameworks

A contention in the preceding paragraphs is that emerging technologies such as DNA mapping/analysis and neuroscience are fostering a new “informational” conception of humans (and, by extension, other animals and organisms)—living things as manifestations of information, datasets, or abstractions rather than persons whose dignity is innate and inalienable [185–188]. Notwithstanding the rejection of this abstractionist approach under the international frameworks, it could be contended that this is essentially how those involved in collation of these datasets view donors. What are the consequences of a bioethics of “informational bodies”, when people and communities are viewed as datasets rather than as flesh and blood that exhibits intelligence, manifests pain, elicits sympathy, or invokes guilt over disrespect, exploitation, and cruelty? Are existing high-level bioethics frameworks sufficiently capacious to deal with abstractions rather than people? Are research protocols, such as those used by institutional research boards in the United States and the National Health & Medical Research Council in Australia, fit for purpose in dealing with ethical and legal dilemmas regarding large datasets?

One response to those questions is to refer to principles founded on respect for all people—a dignitarian approach—and to codes regarding the collection, use, dissemination, and disposal of information from or about human and animal research subjects [189–191]. The assumption is that we do not need to expressly refer to people as embodiments of data, given that researchers, clinicians, and other actors will address data conundrums by managing physical entities.

However, as discussed above, these principles are well enmeshed in the existing international bioethical framework, and reflected in domestic laws and codes of practice governing research. Is reference to dignity in instruments such as these sufficiently informative for researchers and others, or
is the concept, which essentially underpins the whole premise of the international framework, too complex or devoid of meaning to be useful, as others have claimed [192]?

Debate, for example, regarding the commodification of blood (and blood products) is temperate [193]. Law regarding the ownership and exploitation of cadavers (e.g., through plastination), postmortem access to gametes, excised tissue, and unauthorized use of bones, teeth, and other body parts is increasingly settled [194–198]. Legislatures and courts are engaging with questions about gene patents and other intellectual property. More pertinently, codes founded on a nonmaleficence, or *primum non nocere*, principle recognize that harms may arise through inappropriate dissemination of sensitive information about an individual (for example, that person’s immune status, medication regime, or psychiatric attributes) or unconscionable exploitation of that information. Education around implementation of those codes on a day-by-day basis acknowledges that some institutions, through routine, will drift to practice that privileges bureaucratic convenience over human dignity and that some clinicians or other individuals will become desensitized over time and accordingly treat patients as a symptom, a client, a billing item, or a research code [199].

That abstraction and hence disregard is likely to be salient in instances where consent by the subject is disregarded and where personhood is abstracted through a deidentification that is meant to both address concerns regarding privacy (in some instances, concerns founded in statute law) and facilitate an unbiased analysis of very large collections of data in order to produce social goods such as diagnostic/therapeutic tools for health problems such as cancer and schizophrenia. Does dealing with data, rather than directly with flesh and blood, mean that we can comfortably ignore Kant’s exhortation to be respectful and not treat people as a means to an end [200]? If our conception of justice is based on Rawl’s notion of fairness [201], should we be comfortable with gifting by public institutions of data that was collected on a compulsory basis or sale by those institutions at a price that grossly underestimates the data’s value to the recipient?

5.2. Questions about Big Data

One example for considering those questions is the sale, and proposed sale, in the United Kingdom of population-scale health data acquired over several decades through National Health Service hospitals and medical practitioners. During the past three years the UK government has acknowledged that an agency sold—for what appears to have been only a few thousand pounds—“hospital event records” covering most hospital admissions in England over a twenty-year period [202–204]. The data were purchased by an insurance industry body and by marketers. Sale was defended on the basis that the data was deidentified, *i.e.*, did not contain the names, phone numbers, residential addresses, and other identification attributes of individual patients. It was also defended on the basis that the dataset, in a standard electronic format, was the property of the agency rather than the patients—a defense that in the United Kingdom is legally correct. Regrettably, the deidentification was ineffective, with credible reports that the purchasers and associated were soon reidentifying data with a high degree of specificity. Controversy reflects disagreement about the feasibility of effective deidentification of data [205–208]. A necessary implication of the reidentification reports is that researchers can no longer make assurances to participants that data will never be reidentifiable, thereby seeking to rely on safe harbor-type legislative measures, without considering possible strategies for reidentification.
Questions in the UK legislature and media about the sale preceded announcement by the Government of the ambitious care.data plan to provide access, on an exclusive or other basis, to whole-population data gained through patient interaction with medical practitioners [209]. The expectation was that pharmaceutical companies and other entities would have that access, promoted as boosting the United Kingdom into world leadership of life sciences research and resulting in cures for a range of medical problems [210]. As controversy grew, fostered by conflicting messages from officials and politicians, the government backtracked and indicated that patients would be able to opt out of the database [211]. There is ongoing contention about the ease of opting out [212,213].

There is little dispute that population-scale health data collections and genomic data collections are potentially very valuable tools for medical research. Access on a free or paid basis, exclusively or through a commons licensing regime, should not be dismissed out of hand [214]. From a bioethics perspective, however, we might question the care.data model. Should people be allowed to opt out, and to opt out of particular uses or retrospectively? Is a retrospective opt-out on a selective basis administratively feasible, a question that may arise as data subjects gain more information about particular uses of what they consider to be “their” data, or are sensitized through data breaches? Is provision of data without choice and without a sense of who will be using the data a condition of membership of civil society in the age of genomics, akin to an obligation to pay tax, serve on a jury, or serve in the armed forces during a time of military conflict? Is contention about the plan largely a matter of inept promotion and inadequate administration on the part of policymakers whose eyes are fixed on the greater good (and institutional aggrandizement) without much sense of community sensitivities? Will the use of bulk data be effectively protected under U.K. and other law, given concerns that officials misunderstand or disregard the ease of reidentification [215]? Should officials have an ethic of guardianship rather than ownership? Do mandatory data access programs erode the trust between clinician and patient that is fundamental to public health and enshrined in professional codes?

From both a legal and bioethics perspective that example should foster thought about the shape of privacy protection—and, by extension, respect for personhood—in an environment where there is increasing scope for data to move across institutional and jurisdictional boundaries, to be parsed without significant difficulty, and to be exploited without meaningful consent. There is a pressing need for a global privacy convention, in particular a convention that is expressly concerned with genomic privacy and that is given effect through justiciable statute law on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis.

5.3. An International Privacy Framework, but Not Quite Yet?

Concern about privacy is sometimes perceived as a purely modern, or even postmodern, phenomenon attributable to the emergence of surveillance devices such as closed circuit television cameras, the inescapable activity of intelligence agencies such as the U.S. National Security Agency, and comprehensive databases maintained by credit reference bodies, retailers, and direct marketers [216–220]. Although the focus of concerns has varied over time, the importance of privacy has been recognized in Anglo-Saxon law and civic culture since at least the Middle Ages [221], with common law regarding trespass and voyeur offences preceding landmark judgments about searches (such as Entick v. Carrington in 1765 [222]) and privacy provisions in early communications statutes dealing with mail, the telegraph, and telephone [223]. That protection of the private sphere from inappropriate
interference by officials and members of the public has grown alongside the development of a comprehensive body of law concerned with particular relationships—for example, the confidentiality of information gained by medical practitioners in the course of health practice [224].

Respect for privacy as a facet of the private sphere is a feature of the foundational Universal Declaration of Human Rights and subsequent international human rights conventions, agreements to which there is a commitment by all advanced liberal democratic states [225]. At an abstract level it is axiomatic, a principle that is so accepted that it is often only formally recognized in instances where there is a conflict between competing interests. Such conflicts arise because for most ethicists privacy is not absolute; there are ethically and legally permissible erosions of the boundary between the private sphere and a more public life attributable to public administration, the exchange of information of political importance (as distinct from public curiosity), parental care for children, the delivery of health services, and so forth. One maxim for both lawyers and ethicists is that disrespect for the private sphere and thus for the dignity of an individual must be proportionate rather than, for example, determined by bureaucratic convenience.

Most nations have established formal privacy regimes, often given effect through a suite of disparate statutes [226]. Those statutes might be specific to particular activities, locations, or technologies (e.g., workplace privacy, restrictions on or authorization of closed-circuit television networks, census collections, public health records, searches of prison inmates and suspected criminals, and banking privacy). They might include one or more enactments that provide high-level coverage of informational privacy (e.g., the collection, use, and dissemination by public/private bodies of information supplied by consumers in the course of service provision by businesses and government agencies).

5.4. Towards a Global Privacy Framework

Although privacy is valorized through the key international human rights agreements, there is not a specific global privacy convention under the auspices of the United Nations, in contrast to the international copyright and industrial property conventions [227]. It is unlikely that a broad privacy convention will be developed in the near future, arguably because privacy (in contrast to intellectual property) is not seen to have a commercial value and because strengthened protection would be inconvenient for many government agencies, particularly in the law enforcement and national security sectors [228,229]. There have been proposals for international conventions that address particular privacy concerns: for example, unsuccessful calls for a global convention on genomic privacy [230].

Such a convention would serve two functions. Firstly it would signal to governments, business, and civil society advocates that genomic privacy is significant and should be expressly recognized through both statute law and practice protocols in each ratifying nation. Secondly, it would provide a discernible framework that is recognized in international law and given effect through the domestic law of the participating nations, irrespective of whether it is explicitly enshrined in a comprehensive bill/charter of rights on a nation—nation-basis [231].

From a bioethics perspective, such a convention appears more feasible, if not more desirable, than a new convention that seeks to enshrine a broad global right to health. In practice we are reliant on movement by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development (OECD) towards a non-mandatory global framework that centers on guidelines regarding health data. The OECD is
significant because its 1980 Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, in the development of which Australian jurist Michael Kirby was instrumental, influenced the shape of most national laws governing data protection. The guidelines center on informational privacy, seeking to encourage an appropriate balance between data use and the protection of personal privacy [232,233]. That balance is predicated on articulation of fair information principles covering data collection, data quality, purpose specification, use limitation, security safeguards, openness, individual participation, and accountability. It reflects the foundational value of individual autonomy in contemporary liberal democratic states [234]. It is, however, called into question by a realization that self-determination is potentially eroded by weak or absent awareness on the part of data subjects (for example, people who are contributing genomic samples to a direct-to-consumer genomics profiling enterprise or otherwise sharing their informational body with researchers) regarding what is done with their data and the consequences of that use. The OECD Guidelines predate smartphones, DTC genomic collections, health apps, and the wireless Internet [235]. It has become apparent over the past decade that there is an increasingly substantive need to address questions such as the creation of population-scale health databases (particularly those built around genomic data), access to such databases across borders, and the emergence of public-private sector “big science” partnerships in an environment where governments do not have the will, funds, or technical resources to independently drive life sciences research. New health-oriented guidelines are accordingly being developed by government, business, academic, and civil society representatives.

It is foreseeable that those guidelines, which will go beyond the 1980 framework, will be progressively reflected in national legislation and will sidestep the impasse evident in proposals under the auspices of United Nations bodies such as UNESCO [236,237]. What is less certain is whether the guidelines will articulate civil society expectations regarding genomic data (for example, in relation to a context-specific or more comprehensive opt-out or opt-in regime) and address dignitarian calls for institutions to conceptualize their activity as a trusteeship rather than ownership of data about people who are recipients of health services (or who, more broadly, are identifiable as relatives of those recipients) [238,239]. Will the guidelines foster a genomic commons, particularly a commons that is respectful of individual autonomy? Such a commons might ensure commercial enterprises accessing data assembled on a mandatory basis—through, for example, publicly funded national health schemes—return appropriate revenue to the community rather than engaging in rent seeking.

5.5. Questions about Arbitrage and Ethics

Should we be seeking an international framework? Is one feasible? Large-scale genetic testing services offered by commercial entities have a number of characteristics making such services appropriate targets for global regulation through international legal frameworks.

One characteristic is the globalized nature of the entities providing the services, which are commonly headquartered in one country but potentially with offshore data processing/storage capabilities and offer services to clients in a range of other countries that have diverse consumer protection statutes and inconsistent jurisprudence. The jurisdictional challenges for regulations imposed by these structures are further complicated by the use of the Internet as a marketing medium, and potential for cloud storage of sensitive and private data [240].
There are also significant ethical and human rights concerns raised by these services. There is a well-established international and domestic governance framework for research ethics undertaken on vulnerable populations, particularly minority groups and indigenous people. While those frameworks are not perfect (see, for example, the earlier discussion of Havasupai) they do provide a minimum standard for the conduct of ethical research, a standard underpinned by expectations regarding acceptability for publication in peer-reviewed journals and scrutiny by pharmaceutical regulators. Such research ethics frameworks (with their emphasis on respect for personhood and informed consent) are consistent with recognition of human rights through international treaties and declarations, including the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil & Political Rights, International Covenant on Economic, Social & Cultural Rights, and the Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities. Human rights concerns of broader relevance are raised by the potential for discrimination against people on the basis of their genetics, made possible by weakly regulated genetic testing of those individuals or of their families. While there are some legislated protections against discrimination on the basis of genetics, such as the Genetic Information Non-discrimination Act (GINA) in the United States, and the provisions of the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth) in Australia, these protections are fragmented in both their scope and applicability, rather than coherent and ubiquitous in all jurisdictions in which genetic information is collected, stored, or utilized. We should be wary of the potential intergenerational consequences of participation, including the disregard of privacy of family members yet to be born and who are thus unable to provide their consent. These concerns are well documented by international organizations including the OECD and the World Health Organization. They reflect concerns identified in reports noted above by advisory bodies such as the American Society for Human Genetics and the Nuffield Council on Bioethics, in the European legislatures, and in the Californian and New York state legislatures. Some jurisdictions have accordingly restricted the marketing of direct-to-consumer genomics, a restriction that is unlikely to be fully efficacious given the potential for regulatory arbitrage in global markets noted above. Other jurisdictions have been more permissive, with some restricting their official position on DTC genetic testing to the issuing of guidelines. Some—typically with weak consumer protection, health regulation, or privacy regimes—have simply not engaged with the issue at all, instead perceiving it as a case of caveat emptor (buyer beware), potentially further entrenching exploitation of uninformed consumers, including vulnerable groups.

So What’s Special about Genomics?

The current patchwork of domestic laws regulating this global industry is not unique: similar arguments can be made about many areas of Internet-mediated globalized trade. However, none of those other areas has the same far-reaching human rights implications that direct-to-consumer genetic testing does. Buying a widget in one country from a company located elsewhere over the Internet is substantially different from providing a sample of your DNA, complete with extrapolatable information both about your relatives and descendants, on the basis of a poorly characterized, inadequately informed, or improperly obtained consent.

It is this unique combination of factors, rather than any one of them considered in isolation, which makes regulation of direct-to-consumer genetic testing services by commercial providers potentially
occurring outside the framework of established research ethics review processes an appropriate subject for a binding international legal agreement.

6. Conclusions

This article has explored the relationship between traditional conceptions of personhood and property that are increasingly salient when applied to the informationalized body. In doing so, it has considered some of the unique challenges presented by genomic technology in the globalized world, including managing the intergenerationality of genomic data. It has also highlighted disagreements within health practitioner and medical research communities and uncertainties about the effectiveness of national regulation of genomic technology in a globalized world. The authors suggest that there is a need for the development of a truly globalized framework for regulating population-wide genomic data analysis, reflecting both potential benefits and harms.

Despite the existence of numerous international instruments reflecting bioethical concerns about exploitation of human genetic resources, and privacy, these instruments have no or limited legal effect until such time as nations sign up to them and incorporate them into their domestic laws. Countries are essentially picking and choosing which international agreements they want to be bound by. Unsurprisingly, we see a number of countries with strong commercial interests in biotechnology choosing to be bound by international legal frameworks designed to protect intellectual property rights, for example, which may well be at odds with competing instruments geared more towards protection of the donor or consumer, rather than commercial interests. In a globalized industry, therefore, there are significant risks to vulnerable people whose genetic information is commercially valuable, when exploited by researchers from companies or institutions in countries that are not necessarily bound by the same obligations as their own [241].

Domestic laws protecting privacy in general, and health and genetic privacy in particular, may be weak or unenforceable, even in countries with long-established regulatory machinery. Likewise, under-resourcing of agencies tasked with regulating the technology may result in issues at the intersection between various regulatory mechanisms—like privacy—falling through the gaps. Furthermore, privacy is often seen as a “weak” or “selfish” kind of right, one whose sacrifice is justifiable in the interests of public good. Utilitarian arguments such as these featured prominently in the wake of 9/11 erasures to privacy laws throughout the western world. We have become accustomed to perceptions that privacy is a selfish expectation, secondary to other considerations such as contributing data that could potentially save lives. Indeed, in one jurisdiction (Australia) the national Privacy Act has been amended to permit doctors to disclose genetic information to relatives without the patient’s consent if that information reveals risk of that relative developing a serious disease. There are indications that other jurisdictions are considering similar measures.

It is clear that many people have a willingness, altruistic or otherwise, to share their informational body—through provision of genomic samples—to advance medical science. Health service administrators are also enthusiastic about the scope for fostering public health through the sharing of health records and facilitation of large-scale genomic databases, an enthusiasm that is not necessarily linked to the scope for the sort of revenue generation evident in the NHS and care.data sales highlighted above. Some people may be aware of concerns regarding potential misuse of genomic information and tissue.
Others may not, or may place personal interests (with, for example, a discourse of self-fashioning and self-awareness) ahead of the interests of their current and future relatives [242].

Regardless of their motivations for sharing their informational body, it is imperative that donors’ decisions are based on appropriate consideration of the implications of that decision, both for themselves and others who may have a common interest in that informational body, on the basis of shared genetic heritage. Necessary to that consideration is the provision of sufficient information to identify the risks and benefits of the research, potentially on an ongoing basis, reflecting the immortality of the informational body as distinct from the finite and limited lifespan of the physical body.

The reliability and utility of large-scale genetic testing technologies may—and probably will—increase. However, investing substantial public resources without adequate consideration of the underlying risks to consumers and donors risks entrenching healthcare inequality even further. We should seek to avoid a world in which donors will continue to be treated as little more than means to ends, their genomes strip-mined for whatever data they can yield without consideration for the consequences; unrestricted commercialization will result in erection of economic barriers to diagnostics and treatments, where healthcare is for the privileged rather than a basic right. Lawmakers and policymakers need to address these issues sooner rather than later: once unlocked, genomic information is out there, infinitely replicable, and potentially open to all.

One option to achieve this is for the international community to begin negotiating an international standard regarding regulation of genetic privacy. While international treaties and conventions are not infallible, they do at least provide a guiding norm, and could potentially do much to address the emerging global arbitrage of this technology. At a minimum, they would demonstrate awareness by policymakers of some of the potential risks to consumers of failing to consider—at a policy level—the implications of population-scale trading in health and genetic-linked data. Failure to do so will result in a multi-track system, whereby conflicting international norms are by default established by particular stakeholders, and consumers are left unprotected to fall into the gaps.
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